CONTAINER DISPOSAL: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Offer for recycling, if available. Completely empty bag by shaking and tapping sides and bottom to loosen clinging particles. Empty residue into application equipment. Then dispose of bags in a sanitary landfill or by incineration if allowed by State and local authorities. Never apply this bag on top of food or feed crops. Do not apply this product in a way that will contact waters, domestic animals or wildlife. Keep pets out of area when baiting. See warning directions below.

APPLICATION DIRECTIONS FOR BURROW BUILDERS: Burrow builders construct artificial underground tunnels and automatically place bait into them in a single operation. A coupler disc opens the way for a subterranean animal. At the bottom of the shaft is a pointed tube or “torpedo.” The torpedo creates the artificial burrow, bait is dropped in preset quantities through an outlet in the rear underside of the burrow. Always check for uniform closure of tunnel treated by the burrow-builder unit to prevent escape. Never apply this bag above ground for any purpose other than as directed by this product label. Do not test this product over food or feed crops. Do not apply this product in a way that will contact waters, domestic animals or wildlife. Keep pets out of area when baiting. See warning directions below.

APPLICATION DIRECTIONS FOR MANUAL BAITING: Locate runways. Pocket Gophers throw out low, fan-shaped dirt mounds on either side of their underground runways. Short tunnel that connects the mound runways. Each mound is low enough for a pocket gopher to leave the runway. Place bait in a pocket gopher’s main runway, probe about 6 inches into the mound, starting on the plugged side. When runway is entered, resistance on probing device will decrease abruptly. Hand Application: After locating the main tunnel system, remove probe and enlarge the probe hole, if necessary, to accommodate the depositing of bait (see diagram below). Drop a teaspoonful of bait into probe opening, taking care not to spill bait on soil surface. Make 2- to 3-inch placements of bait per active tunnel system, based on the apparent length of the visible tunnel system. Cover opening with a rock, clump of soil or other objects that will exclude light. Take care not to permit dirt to fall down and cover bait. Pick up and properly dispose of any spilled bait.